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Abstract: Hydraulic systems are broadly utilized in today's technology because of their wide operating 
ranges and versatility in altering their operating process and ranges. There are a variety of contemporary 
equipments such as the Hydraulic press. The existence of bubbles in working fluids of hydraulic systems 
exhibits a massive affect on performance lately, a singular device able to effectively eliminating bubbles in 
hydraulic fluids using swirl flow continues to be developed. This product is known as the “Bubble 
Eliminator”. Within this project, an introduction to the physical concepts involved with bubble 
elimination inside the Bubble Eliminator during use is going to be provided. A short summary of typical 
hydraulic circuits in which the Bubble Eliminator continues to be effectively utilized in industrial 
applications is going to be provided. In gear and bearing lube, bubbles might be produced with a 
churning aftereffect of the fluid because it flows with the bearing set up. There are specific position-
dependent centrifugal forces produced in most areas of the swirl flow, and also the bubbles have a 
tendency to move toward the central axis from the Eliminator because of the improvement in centrifugal 
pressure. Small bubbles are trapped making an aura column near central axis from the swirling flow 
close to the area in which the pressure may be the cheapest. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited is definitely an 
Indian mentioned owned aerospace and Defense 
Company located in Bangalore. It's governed under 
the treating of the secretary of state for defense. 
Included in this are manufacturing and set up of 
aircraft, navigation and related communication 
equipment. Hal built the very first military air craft 
in south Asia. It's presently active in the design, 
fabrication and set up of aircraft, jet engines, 
helicopters as well as their spares. It's 
collaborations with several worldwide companies 
and domestic agencies For example air bus, 
Boeing, sukhoi Aviation Corporation. In addition 
to this Indian the likes of ISRO and Indian 
Aeronautics agency. And much more contracts 
with domestic and worldwide companies. To 
produce a customer centric organization and supply 
focused impetus towards the growing MRO 
activities on rotary wing aircrafts including ALH 
(DHRUV) & New Projects, a passionate Helicopter 
MRO Division continues to be established inside 
the Helicopter Complex [1]. The Helicopter MRO 
Division is operational with concentrate on robust 
customer care for that delivered helicopters with 
higher quality. In gear and bearing lube, bubbles 
might be produced with a churning aftereffect of 
the fluid because it flows with the bearing set up. 
You will find undesirable physical and chemical 
effects caused by these processes. For instance, a 
rise in system noise, referred to as “water hammer 
effect”, typically comes with cavitations. 
Advanced Light Helicopter: ALH with an 
established track record and established technology 
for that manufacturing technology for that 
manufacturing of helicopter and it is components 
the helicopter division commenced series 
manufacture of Dhruv (ALH) in 2000-01. The
 ALH is really a multi role multi mission 
helicopter. Major features: Made to perform both 
utility and attack roles. Twin Engine Configuration. 
Incorporates quantity of advanced technologies like 
Integrated Dynamic System (IDS),     Anti-
Resonance Vibration Isolation System (ARIS), Full 
Authority Digital Electronic Control (FADEC), 
Hinge less Primary Rotor, Bearing less Tail Rotor 
and Automatic Flight Control System (AFCS), etc 
[2]. Made to perform both utility and attack roles.  
Twin engine configuration which enables ongoing 
flight virtually through the flight envelope. 
Incorporates numerous advanced technologies - 
Integrated Dynamic System (IDS), Anti-resonance 
Vibration Isolation System (ARIS), Full Authority 
Digital Electronic Control (FADEC), Hinge less 
Primary Rotor, Bearing less Tail Rotor and 
Automatic Flight Control System. 
Ways of Removing Bubbles: For given parameter 
for creating swirl, the Bobbles Eliminator is 
includes a tapered-tube that's designed so that a 
chamber of circular mix-section becomes smaller 
sized, then of a round straight tube chamber. Fluid 
that contains bubbles flows tangentially in to the 
tapered tube from your inlet port and generates a 
swirling flow that circulates the fluid with the flow 
passage. The swirling flow accelerates 
downstream, and also the fluid pressure across the 
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central axis decreases downstream. In the finish 
from the tapered-tube, the swirl flow decelerates 
downstream and also the pressure recovers toward 
the opening. There are specific position-dependent 
centrifugal forces produced in most areas of the 
swirl flow, and also the bubbles have a tendency to 
move toward the central axis from the Eliminator 
because of the improvement in centrifugal pressure. 
Small bubbles are trapped making an aura column 
near central axis from the swirling flow close to the 
area in which the pressure may be the cheapest [3]. 
When back pressure is used in the downstream side 
from the Bubbles Eliminator, the collected bubbles 
is going to be ejected with the vent port. There are 
specific position-dependent centrifugal forces 
produced in most areas of the swirl flow, and also 
the bubbles have a tendency to move toward the 
central axis from the Bubble Eliminator because of 
the improvement in centrifugal pressure. Small 
bubbles are trapped creating an aura column near 
central axis from the swirling flow close to the area 
in which the pressure may be the cheapest. When 
backpressure is used in the downstream side from 
the Bubble Eliminator, the collected bubbles is 
going to be ejected with the vent port. Figure5 
illustrates the environment bubble removal ability 
from the Bubble Eliminator when combined with a 
seriously aerated hydraulic fluid. Kinds of bubble 
eliminators: The Bubble Eliminator is produced in 
four different configurations: Standard type, in-line 
type, coater-type and also the sanitary type designs 
to facilitate their installation and employ in a 
multitude of hydraulic circuits.  
 
Fig.1.Main rotor break system 
II. METHODOLOGY 
Snag Analysis: Snag is definitely an unpredicted 
problem generally happened inside a helicopter or 
its components and it is regular os's. These 
unpredicted problems can trigger serious harm to 
the flight and also towards the crew team. Attention 
towards locating the real cause and solving these 
snags is important for airworthy functioning from 
the helicopters [4]. An in depth snag analysis for 
that year 2013-14 as provided with the organization 
was studied. Most of the snags happened inside an 
ADVANCED LIGHT HELICOPTER DHRUV of 
its operating-system receive below. Individuals are 
split into different streams. Dynamics Electrical 
Avionics PP Hydraulics ST FCS Oil leakMisc 
AFCS Texas Instruments CG H&V Armament Air 
frame RS. It may be figured that the main quantity 
of snags i.e. the vital couple of is appearing in 
Dynamic, Electrical, Avionics, Power plant and 
Hydraulic systems. Solving the vital couple of 
would cut back 71% of quantity of snags. The work 
team was requested to find the appropriate market 
towards contribution in improvement from the 
system. Therefore, the team had proven curiosity 
about hydraulic systems, where one of the leading 
issues concerned and faced on daily basis was 
associated with rotor brake system. 
Rotor Brake System: It is really an independent 
system from hydraulic system that is dedicated for 
flight control actuation. It offers both dynamic 
braking and    park braking. The rotor brake system 
includes mainly, Hands pump unit Brake unit and 
Filling unit. Hands pump unit situated in cockpit 
with use of both pilots for using the brake. The 
brake unit together with brake disk and pads is 
mounted powering the primary gear box, 
facilitating the brake towards the transmission 
system in the tail power remove. The rotor brake 
system filling unit is supplied on the top from the 
helicopter, aft of STA Three. Using the hands 
pump the machine could be filled [5]. 
Hands pump unit: The pump is a component of the 
RH side from the overhead panel from the cockpit 
using its lever within the left hands achieve from 
the pilot. The hands pump includes mainly, 1. An 
expert cylinder 2. Hands operate lever 3. A 
hydraulic reservoir 4. A spring loaded accumulator 
5. A pressure switch. 
 
Fig.2.Lubricant system 
Master cylinder: The actual cylinder is supplied 
within the pump body and possesses a piston 
attached to the hands lever with a linkage to 
pressurize the fluid for brake application. An 
integrated valve is supplied within the piston to 
shut the bond towards the return once the lever is 
actuated. The movement from the piston will close 
the hydraulic link with the return (filling) line & 
pressurizes the fluid for brake applications. A lever 
single stroke has got the capacity to function the 
brake and charge the accumulator. 
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Hands operated lever: Lever is supplied to for 
displacing the piston to pressurize the fluid within 
the system. The lever has three positions namely, 
flight, brake and park. Once the handle is 
incorporated in the flight (horizontal) position, the 
machine ensures zero hydraulic pressure within the 
brake unit, thus allowing free rotation from the 
rotor. The brake (leaned) position from the lever 
produce a fluid pressure of 25 bars needed for 
dynamic braking from the rotor and also the park 
(vertical) position from the lever produce a fluid 
pressure of fifty bars needed a minimum of for 18 
hrs of park brake application by charging the 
connected accumulator [6]. To this the pilot 
functions through the fingers on two pawls near to 
the lever knob. Hydraulic reservoir: Hydraulic 
reservoir is integrated within the unit. It's attached 
to the filling unit with an adopter. The visual 
optical level indicator is supplied to ensure the 
amount of fluid contained. The capability from the 
reservoir is 80cc. The hands pump will get a bleed 
port to bleed the environment in the unit. Spring 
loaded accumulator: A spring loaded, built-in 
accumulator provides to carry the hydraulic 
pressure towards the brake to permit a parking with 
a minimum of 18 hrs duration. A situation visual 
indicator offers the symbol of the accumulator 
status. When 25 bar pressure is made in the 
cylinder, the end from the indicator fishing rod will 
proceed to red band so when pressure is 50 bar it 
proceed to white-colored band.  
Brake Unit: The brake unit is a component of the 
trunk side from the MGB (at TPTO). The Kodak 
play touch camcorder is screwed (4 bolts) towards 
the flange of MGB at TPTO. The rotor brake unit 
includes 1) Brake disc 2) Braking unit. Brake Disc, 
Brake disc is floating type produced by carbon-
carbon composite. It's mounted through spines on 
the small shaft installed between MGB and AGB. 
Braking unit includes two braking pads produced 
by carbon-carbon composite. One pad is bound 
towards the housing and yet another is attached to 
the pistons. Automatic adjuster assemblies are built 
in all these two pistons to keep a pre-set working 
clearance as put on occurs, thus maintaining a 
continuing fluid displacement. The put on 
indication is supplied with a red mark around the 
pin. The approximate put on residing in the 
information/disk pack is indicated once the mobile 
pad browses the red mark. The rotor brake was 
created according to caliper disc brake 
configuration [4]. Both brake pad and also the 
brake disc are constructed with carbon-carbon 
composite to make sure lengthy existence. Two 
brake actuators will push the floating brake disc 
against static brake pad while braking. Each piston 
is put together in to the brake housing where will 
also be located helpful information along with a 
spring, housed between your guide and also the put 
on modifying device. A heat insulator washer can 
also be installed in the finish face from the piston. 
When pressure is introduced in to the brake unit, 
the pistons move together to use an immediate 
thrust towards the mobile pad. Once the brake is 
used, movement from the piston compresses the 
spring. Primary movement is restricted through the 
clearance between pads and disc. Any movement 
more than this draws the friction plant across the 
reaction pin. Once the brake is released, the spring 
with raws the piston by a sum comparable to the 
space the spring is compressed and restores the 
clearance between your pads and disc. Furthermore 
reducing ecological burdens, saving energy, 
reducing costs, and having high end and efficiency 
could be acquired by developing new techniques 
that tend to be more compact and keep the machine 
fluid clean. 
Working Principle Bubble Eliminator: The 
Bubble Eliminator includes a tapered-tube that's 
designed so that a chamber of circular mix-section 
becomes smaller sized after which of a round 
straight tube chamber [5]. Fluid that contains 
bubbles flows tangentially in to the tapered tube 
from your inlet port and generates a swirling flow 
that circulates the fluid with the flow passage. The 
swirling flow accelerates and also the fluid pressure 
across the central axis decreases because the fluid 
moves downstream. In the finish from the tapered-
tube, the swirl flow decelerates downstream and 
also the pressure recovers because the fluid moves 
towards the outlet. In this way, this can be a fluid-
flow driven centrifuge action for bubble removal. 
When the circulation circuit towards the suction 
side from the pump is incorporated downstream 
from the Bubble Eliminator then, theoretically, 
bubbles could be completely eliminated. By way of 
modifying the circulation flow, the delivery flow 
could be controlled for the following processing 
stage. If your throttle valve is integrated into the 
suction side from the hydraulic pump and it is 
adjusted to lower pressure between your throttle 
valve and pump, the capability for dissolving gas 
within the fluid is decreased. Thus, the fluid 
becomes over-saturated using the dissolved gas, 
and bubbles emerge from the fluid in the suction 
side from the pump and therefore are then given 
towards the Bubble Eliminator and taken off the 
machine [6]. When dissolved gas is decreased, the 
speed of dispersion of gas in to the fluid is elevated 
to ensure that fluid absorbs more bubbles, which 
can then be dissolved in to the oil. 
III. CONCLUSION 
Within this project focus was around the technical 
problem for the environment bubbles and aging 
conduct from the hydraulic oil. Once the oil with 
air bubbles is pressurized, the oil degradation is 
faster. It's experimentally verified that bubble 
elimination prevents oil degradation. Active 
elimination of air bubbles in the working oil would 
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be to realize lengthy duration of working oils. 
Utilization of the bubble eliminator may permit the 
hydraulic designer to lessen the system’s reservoir 
size, extend fluid’s useable existence and realize 
eco-friendly style of fluid power systems. 
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